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SUMMARY
Source–receiver interferometric imaging can be used to synthesize a subsurface acoustic or
elastic image, consisting of a zero-time, zero-offset response (or Green’s function) between
a colocated pseudo-source and pseudo-receiver placed at each point in the subsurface image.
However, if the imaging process does not properly account for multiple reflections, and
enclosing boundaries of sources and receivers are not available, the image shows artefacts,
poorly illuminated areas and distorted image amplitudes. Here we demonstrate with numerical
examples that two-sided non-linear imaging provides the best elastic pure-mode (PP and SS)
and converted-mode (PS) images, having higher resolution and more uniform illumination
than those obtained from both one-sided linear imaging and from other intermediate steps of
imaging (e.g. non-linear one-sided, linear two-sided). We also propose practical approaches
to construct the additional fields required by two-sided non-linear imaging without the need
for a detailed velocity model and receivers (and/or sources) in the subsurface. Moreover,
when conversions are used for imaging, ‘true-amplitude’ images (here true-amplitude means
properly retrieving amplitudes that represent the zero-time, zero-offset elastic response) should
theoretically vanish because neither P-to-S or S-to-P conversions arise at zero-time and zero-
offset. Applying a correction procedure that accounts for the polarity reversal in PS (or
SP) single-shot images helps with their structural interpretation but results in an unphysical
estimate of the subsurface response and uninterpretable amplitudes. This suggests that there
are advantages in exploiting pure-mode SS reflections/transmissions, in addition to converted
waves only, because they require no polarity correction and the resulting image contains
meaningful amplitudes that are proportional to the local shear-wave properties of the medium.
Key words: Interferometry; Controlled source seismology; Computational seismology;
Wave scattering and diffraction; Wave propagation.
1 INTRODUCTION
An important goal of seismic processing is subsurface imaging (or
migration) to estimate both the locations and amplitudes of dis-
continuities in subsurface properties. This is achieved by mapping
or propagating the recorded wavefield back in to the subsurface
to where reflections originate. A reflection involves the conver-
sion of an incident wave into a scattered wave, commonly called
the ‘source wavefield’ and ‘receiver wavefields’, respectively. The
‘imaging principle’ behind almost all imaging algorithms states that
the reflector is located where source and receiver waves are non-
vanishing at the same place and time because one creates the other
(Claerbout 1971).
To apply the imaging principle requires two steps: first, numerical
modelling of the source and receiver wavefields, where the former
is obtained by forward modelling waves from the (known) source
and the latter is estimated by a so-called ‘wavefield extrapolation’
procedure that backpropagates the recorded data into the subsurface.
Second, the zero-lag time correlation of these two fields (calculation
of a so-called imaging condition) is evaluated at each subsurface
(image) point. The result of the second step should ideally only be
non-zero at points where the two wavefields are directly correlated,
hence at subsurface discontinuities. In this paper, we analyse the
improvements that are potentially offered by recent advances in
imaging theory, particularly in complex elastic geologies.
The imaging problem was formulated using reciprocity inte-
grals by Esmersoy & Oristaglio (1988) and Oristaglio (1989) in
the context of Born imaging of primary reflection data. The dou-
ble surface integration over boundaries of sources and receivers in
such a formulation allowed a relationship to be derived between
reciprocity-based imaging and a specific form of seismic interfer-
ometry, called source–receiver interferometry (SRI; Curtis 2009;
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Curtis & Halliday 2010). Halliday & Curtis (2010) presented
a source–receiver interferometric imaging framework where the
imaging condition and wavefield extrapolation steps are expressed
explicitly in terms of double integrals over source and receiver
boundaries by using the scattering reciprocity theorems of Vascon-
celos et al. (2009).
SRI integrals are exact and fully non-linear, removing the single-
scattering assumption ofOristaglio (1989): however, they rely on the
explicit evaluation of volume integrals of scattered fields to account
for multiply-scattered waves, which are computationally too expen-
sive for current seismic data and computing capabilities. Vasconce-
los (2013) uses a modification of these reciprocity-based integrals
where the volume integrals are replaced by surface integrals con-
taining interactions of scattered fields with themselves, by invoking
power conservation via the full-waveform version of the Gener-
alized Optical Theorem (Fleury et al. 2010; Douma et al. 2011;
Fleury & Vasconcelos 2012). Incorporating non-linear multiple-
scattering effects in the imaging process (and using fully enclosing
boundaries of sources and receivers) reduces imaging artefacts, im-
proves illumination and preserves amplitudes as shown by Fleury
& Vasconcelos (2012) and Ravasi & Curtis (2013a).
Another insight derives from the connection between SRI and
source–receiver imaging. On the one hand, SRI syntheses unmea-
sured wavefield responses (or band-limited Green’s functions) be-
tween a real source to a real receiver, using only energy recorded at a
surrounding boundary of receivers and from a surrounding bound-
ary of sources. On the other hand, source–receiver imaging gen-
erates fully non-linear (‘true-amplitude’) subsurface images whose
amplitudes represent the zero-time, zero-offset scattered wave re-
sponse between a colocated pseudo-source and pseudo-receiver at
each image point within the subsurface (Vasconcelos 2008; Vas-
concelos et al. 2010). This physical interpretation of an image as a
scattered wavefield leads to various additional interpretative possi-
bilities: for example, the wavefield can be observed and analysed at
non-zero times and offsets, resulting in so-called extended images
(e.g. Vasconcelos et al. 2010).
The availability of only a reference estimate of the background
velocity model at the start of the imaging stage means that most
imaging algorithms rely on a linear, single-scattering assumption
in which all wavefields used for imaging must first have all multi-
ples removed (Claerbout 1971; Oristaglio 1989; Biondi 2006). Such
methods fail to handle complex scattering effects and therefore do
not produce correct amplitudes of reflecting heterogeneities. To
overcome this limitation, the full wavefield propagating from any
point in the subsurface to the surface receiver array (including all
waves that bounce multiple times between interfaces before reach-
ing the acquisition surface) must be determined accurately in order
to back-project the recorded multiple reflections/diffractions that
travel from this subsurface point to the recording surface. Similarly,
an estimate of the full wavefield from the source array to any sub-
surface point will allow the proper imaging of waves that bounce
multiple times in their path from the source to the subsurface point.
Estimating these wavefields appears to require a detailed model of
subsurface reflectivity heterogeneities to be known in advance of
imaging (which is in general unlikely).
However, alternative approaches have recently been introduced to
estimate thesewavefields in acousticmedia: Fleury (2013) adopts an
image-based approach, while Broggini et al. (2012) and Wapenaar
et al. (2012, 2013) propose an almost purely data-driven approach
called wave field ‘autofocusing’ for retrieving full acoustic Green’s
function responses from a virtual source in the subsurface (i.e.
at each image point) towards the recording array. In the former
method, the linear image is used to create a (first-order) estimate of
the perturbation to the background model. Unfortunately, errors in
estimating small-scale features in the model, both in terms of their
spatial locations and magnitudes, turn directly into dynamic and
kinematic inaccuracies of the full propagatorsmodelled in this boot-
strapped stratigraphic model. The latter method does not require
the structural reflectors to be known in detail in advance of non-
linear imaging: to estimate the full propagating Green’s functions
it requires only reflection data at the surface and an estimate of the
direct arrival propagating between the virtual source location and
the acquisition surface. These estimated fields are less affected by
kinematic errors than those obtained by the image-based approach,
however an accurate estimate of the amplitude of the direct arrival
andwide-offset reflection data are necessary to achieve dynamically
correct fields. Finally, note that both methods can be used with
referencemodels that contain sharp discontinuities from interpreted
salt bodies and other converting boundaries (e.g. at the seabed). By
henceforth assuming that the availability of a good estimate of
such full wavefields (containing also the correct internal multiples)
is granted, non-linear imaging can be applied also when initial
knowledge of themedium is limited to a reference (smooth) velocity
model.
The lack of enclosing boundaries represents another challenge
to applying source–receiver imaging (or any migration method) in
practice: the limitation in source and receiver aperture is known to
cause image distortions that can be understood as spatially varying,
directionally dependent local blurring (Lecomte 2008). van derNeut
et al. (2013) presented a novel method that transforms conventional
surface seismic data (sources and receiver at the surface) into data
with sources and receivers above and below a selected target zone,
by inverting a series of multidimensional interferometric equations
of convolution- and correlation-type. The creation of a virtual ac-
quisition geometry at a desired depth level can therefore upgrade the
seismic imaging from the conventional one-sided illumination case
to the two-sided illumination case, where transmissions can be used
along with under-side reflections for a more uniform illumination
of the target of interest.
When source–receiver imaging is formulated in elastic media
(Ravasi & Curtis 2013b), the tensorial nature of the elastic wave
equation leads to a range of alternative imaging conditions and def-
initions of what a true-amplitude elastic image can be. For example,
we may construct an image whose amplitudes are the zero-offset,
zero-time particle velocity field due to an external volume force
pseudo-source, or are the compressional-wave (potential) field due
to a shear-wave pseudo-source. Ravasi &Curtis (2013a) have shown
that when potential fields (or equivalently P- and S-wave fields in
isotropic media) are chosen, the true-amplitude PS image (the im-
age describing the local interactions between incident P waves and
emerging S waves) should completely vanish (by destructive inter-
ference of images from the various sources and receivers), sinceP to
S conversions cannot arise at zero-time in zero-offset experiments.
The latter observation leads to two different possible approaches
to S-wave imaging. When shear energy is used for ‘structural’
imaging—identification of structures in the subsurface from the
images but without the need for meaningfully interpretable ampli-
tudes of the images—then either S-to-S reflections/transmissions or
P-to-S (and S-to-P) conversions can be used. When S-to-S waves
are used, shear wave energy must reach each image point not only
from the receiver wavefield (as is also the case for PS imaging) but
also from the source wavefield. If the physical source does not gen-
erate S-wave energy such as in marine seismics, linear S-to-S imag-
ing requires at least one (interpreted) hard boundary in the initial
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estimate of the background velocity model to produce conversions
in the propagation from the source to any image point.When instead
P-to-S convertedwaves are chosen, additional processing is required
so that single-shot images interfere constructively when stacked to-
gether, rather than destructively as is the case in true-amplitude
imaging. Algorithms that change the sign of the reflection coef-
ficient of waves arriving from different directions, thus reducing
the degree of cancellation, have been proposed by various authors
(Balch & Erdemir 1994; Denli & Huang 2008; Rosales et al. 2008;
Du et al. 2012). On the other hand, if our goal is true-amplitude
shear-wave imaging (where we hope to obtain physically meaning-
ful and hence interpretable amplitudes in the image), S-to-S energy
must be preferred to converted (P-to-S or S-to-P) energy since no
such ‘non-physical’ sign changes are necessary. Alternatively, as
noted above, we could use extensions of the image in the time
and offset domains of the subsurface pseudo-sources and pseudo-
receivers. Such extended images do allow conversions from P to S
or from S to P as the wavefield has time and space to propagate and
convert, but require a further imaging or inversion step to obtain
point estimates of S-wave reflectivity.
In this paper, we first review the formulation of source–receiver
interferometric imaging and use it to perform linear and non-linear
elastic reverse-time migration (Ravasi & Curtis 2013a,b). We use
a complex geological model (a modified version of the Pluto 1.5
model) to create a synthetic experiment that includes two pairs of
limited-aperture arrays of sources and receivers, the first above and
the second below the imaging target. With these data, we study
the potential advantages conveyed both by an ideal acquisition ge-
ometry, and by migrating multiply reflected and transmitted waves
together with primary reflections. In order to focus on these aspects
of imaging and not the construction of propagators discussed above,
herein the full and scattered wave propagators are modelled directly
and are therefore exact. We pay special attention to the contribu-
tion that the various types of waves bring to the construction of the
different elastic (P-to-P, P-to-S and S-to-S) images. Thus, we eval-
uate the potential imaging improvement that algorithms like that of
Fleury (2013) and Broggini et al. (2012) could offer if extended
to elastic media, by effectively enabling non-linear imaging and
providing Green’s function illumination from below. In addition we
use a portion of the Pluto model and full illumination of the tar-
get (i.e. an enclosing boundary of sources) to demonstrate that the
true-amplitude PS image vanishes also when complex geologies are
imaged.
2 ELAST IC IMAGES BY
SOURCE–RECE IVER
INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING
We now review the theory of source–receiver, non-linear, elastic
reverse-time imaging (Ravasi & Curtis 2013a). As above, we define
an image to be the zero-offset, zero-time sample of the scattered
wavefield associated with colocated pseudo-sources and pseudo-
receivers at each point in the subsurface as displayed in Fig. 1
(Vasconcelos 2008).
In elastic media, a variety of different responses can be obtained
by choosing different types of pseudo-sources and pseudo-receivers;
for example, an image can be defined as the zero-time, scattered
wavefield from an external volume force pseudo-source at x to a
colocated particle-velocity pseudo-receiver
I ji (x) = GS (v, f )(i, j) (x, x, t = 0) (1)
Figure 1. Illustration of the physical meaning of a seismic image in the
context of source–receiver imaging: the zero-offset, zero-time scattered field
from a pseudo-source at x to a colocated pseudo-receiver in the subsurface.
The image is computed using the recorded data from physical sources xS
along the boundary ∂VS = ∂VS,top
⋃
∂VS,bot and physical receivers xR along
the boundary ∂VR = ∂VR,top
⋃
∂VR,bot, the receiver-side propagators from
the image point x to physical receivers xR, and the source-side propagators
from physical sources xS to the same image point. Although enclosing
boundaries are required by the theory of source–receiver imaging, sources
and receivers actually used in real acquisition scenarios usually form limited-
aperture, truncated surface arrays (solid lines).
(notation is explained below). This already leads to a variety of
different images for different choices of i and j. Alternatively, it can
be defined as the scattered wavefield from a potential pseudo-source
at x to a colocated potential pseudo-receiver at time zero
IMN (x) = GS (φ, φ)(N , M) (x, x, t = 0) , (2)
which in an isotropic medium leads to separate analyses of P-to-
P, P-to-S, S-to-P and S-to-S responses and hence to four separate
images. In our notation, the two superscripts between brackets de-
fine the observed quantity and the source type respectively, while
the subscripts identify components of the observed quantity and the
source quantity. Specifically, subscripts i and j in GS (v, f )(i, j) identify
the ith and jth component of the particle velocity (v) receivers and
the external volume force (f) sources, respectively, while subscripts
in capital letters M and N in GS (φ, φ)(N , M) refer to potentials (φ) and can
be substituted by P or S to identify P- or S-wave virtual receivers
in the subsurface, respectively. A further superscript 0/S outside of
the brackets is added to discriminate the reference/scattered fields
from the total fields (superscript t).
To construct these images we can use two-way representation
theorems for elastic scattered waves (Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006;
van Manen et al. 2006; Curtis & Halliday 2010) in a source–
receiver imaging framework (Halliday & Curtis 2010; Ravasi &
Curtis 2013a). See Fig. 1 for a schematic illustration of this con-
cept. Assuming the special case of ocean-bottom acquisition sys-
tems with pressure (P wave) sources and multicomponent receivers
placed along a flat seabed, an imaging condition to construct poten-
tial responses can be written as (Ravasi & Curtis 2013b)
IMN (x) = 2Re
{
GS(φ,φ)(N ,M) (x, x, t = 0)
}
= 2
ρcp
∫ ⎛⎝ ∫
∂VS
SM (x, xS)G
0(φ,φ)∗
(N ,P) (x, xS)dxS
⎞
⎠ dω
+ 2
ρcp
∫ ⎛⎝ ∫
∂VS
tM (x, xS)G
S(φ,φ)∗
(N ,P) (x, xS)dxS
⎞
⎠ dω
(3)
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where G and  are the source and receiver wavefields, respectively.
ρ is the density and cP is the P-wave velocity at the boundary of
sources ∂VS (both assumed constant), ω is the angular frequency
and ∗ represents complex conjugation in the frequency domain (i.e.
time-reversal in the time domain). In theory, it is important that the
boundary ∂VS fully encloses the imaging object in order to correctly
recover the amplitudes of scattered fields. However, only limited-
aperture, truncated source arrays are usually available in practice
(∂VS,top—solid black line in Fig. 1). Note that the assumption of
ocean-bottom acquisition appears in the  terms where the fields
are either P- or S-wave potentials in the subsurface, due only to
P-source (pure pressure) excitation functions.
In eq. (3) the first integral performs the cross-correlation between
the reference source wavefield (i.e. that computed in the reference
model) and the receiver-side scattered wavefield. The second inte-
gral in eq. (3) constitutes the non-linear correction to the imaging
condition (Fleury & Vasconcelos 2012; Ravasi & Curtis 2013b),
which accounts for source-side internal multiples (i.e. internal mul-
tiples occurring between the physical source xS and the pseudo-
receiver x) through the scattered source wavefield.
The exact expressions for reconstructing the receiver-side wave-
fields in eq. (3) are
SM (x, xS) =
∫
∂VR
[
pS (xR, xS)G
0(φ, f )∗
(M,z) (x, xR)
− vSz (xR, xS)G0(φ,h)∗(M,zz) (x, xR)
]
dxR
+
∫
∂VR
[
pt (xR, xS)G
S(φ, f )∗
(M,z) (x, xR)
− vtz (xR, xS)GS(φ,h)∗(M,zz) (x, xR)
]
dxR, (4)
and
tM (x, xS) =
∫
∂VR
[
pt (xR, xS)G
t(φ, f )∗
(M,z) (x, xR)
− vtz (xR, xS)Gt(φ,h)∗(M,zz) (x, xR)
]
dxR, (5)
where p and vz are the pressure and vertical particle velocity record-
ings, respectively, and eqs (4) and (5) also come from representation
theorems (Wapenaar & Fokkema 2006; Ravasi & Curtis 2013a).
Here the G terms represent the receiver-side propagators, super-
scripts f and h are used to define external volume force sources and
external deformation rate sources respectively, and subscripts z/zz
identify the zth/zzth component of these sources when z is verti-
cally downwards. Similarly to the source boundary in the imaging
condition, the receiver boundary ∂VR should enclose the imaging
object to achieve ‘true-amplitude’ imaging. Finally note that, as
source-side scattered propagators GS can be computed by subtract-
ing the reference propagators computed in the background model
from the full propagators computed in the exactmodel, receiver-side
scattered propagatorsS can be equivalently obtained by backprop-
agating the required data both in the background and exact model
and subtract the two extrapolated wavefields.
The first integral in eq. (4) is linear in the relation between data
and the extrapolationmodel: reference propagators are used to back-
propagate the recorded, scattered wavefield into the subsurface. By
contrast the second integral in eq. (4) and that in eq. (5) are non-
linear in the extrapolation model, because (full) recorded data are
extrapolated through scattered and total propagators both of which
include receiver-side internal multiples. Thus the latter terms in-
clude scattered recorded data interacting with scattered wave prop-
agators resulting in a non-linear relation between the image and
the (a priori unknown) scattering perturbations. Note that if the
scattered field in the first integral of eq. (3) is obtained by means
of linear wavefield extrapolation, this integral becomes equivalent
to a conventional cross-correlation imaging condition (e.g. Chang
& McMechan 1994; Yan & Sava 2008), otherwise when non-linear
wavefield extrapolation is carried out, the imaging condition also ac-
counts for the receiver-side internal multiples (i.e. internal multiples
occurring between the physical receiver xR and the pseudo-source
image point x).
The image given by the combination of eqs (3)–(5) is thus fully
non-linear on both the acquired data and the subsurface model.
It accurately focuses the energy from multiple scattering interac-
tions along with primary scattering, provided that scattered wave
propagators are available. We therefore refer to this imaging pro-
cedure as non-linear elastic reverse-time migration (NLERTM). In
the context of traditional elastic reverse-time migration (ERTM)
where only primaries are used to map unknown discontinuities in
the subsurface via knowledge of a reference model, eqs (3) and (4)
can be simplified under a Born approximation (i.e. single scattering
assumption) and combined together, to give a linear image
I lMN (x) =
2
ρcP
∫ ( ∫
∂VS
G0 (,)∗(N , P) (x, xS)
×
∫
∂VR
(

p
S
(xR, xS)G
0 (, f )∗
(M, z) (x, xR)
−vSz (xR, xS)G0 (, h)∗(M, zz) (x, xR)
)
dxR dxS
)
dω, (6)
where

p
S
and

v
S
z indicate a dependence on Born data that approx-
imate the full recorded data (pS and vSz ) by neglecting multiple
scattering (Wapenaar et al. 2010). Finally, we define one-sided il-
lumination when ∂VR = ∂VR,top and ∂VS = ∂VS,top, while two-sided
illumination is given by ∂VR = ∂VR,top
⋃
∂VR,bot and ∂VS = ∂VS,top⋃
∂VS,bot (see Fig. 1).
3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We now compare linear and non-linear images in a complex
medium. We present a numerical example where P-to-P, P-to-S
and S-to-S images are computed using a modified version of the
synthetic model Pluto 1.5 released by the SMAART JV consor-
tium (Stoughton et al. 2001). Our model is created by flattening the
seabed at a depth of zseabed,1 = 760 m and since we want to test
two-sided imaging we also add a second water layer at the bottom
of the model (zseabed,2 = 7600 m). Thus we can model pure P-wave
sources also along the boundary below the imaging target (other-
wise additional S-wave sources would be required in the lowermost
solid media by the imaging condition in eq. 3). Fig. 2(a) shows the
true P-wave model and Fig. 2(b) shows the reference model used
for conventional (linear) imaging. The latter is obtained by smooth-
ing the model in Fig. 2(a) while keeping sharp boundaries at the
fluid-solid interfaces and at the edges of the salt bodies. Fig. 2(c)
displays the difference between true and reference model, which
represents the unknown perturbation that we would like to image.
The S-wave velocity model is a scaled version of the P-wave veloc-
ity with a linearly depth-variant ratio ranging from 0.5 at zseabed,1 to
0.7 at zseabed,2. The ratio is, however, kept constant inside the two
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Figure 2. Pluto models. Stratigraphic P-wave velocity model is shown in
(a) along with the shot locations (along red lines) and receiver geometry
(white lines). The elastic images are computed inside the windowed area
‘I’, and areas ‘z1’ and ‘z2’ represent a portion of one of the salt bodies
and a layered structure around a fault, respectively. The P-wave migration
velocity model shown in (b) is a smoothed version of the true model but with
sharp boundaries around the salts and for upper and lower seabeds, while
(c) shows the true P-wave velocity perturbation [the difference between (a)
and (b)].
salt bodies (VS/VP = 0.55). Finally, the density is obtained from
the P-wave velocity through the well-known Gardner’s relationship
ρ = 0.23 V 0.25P (Gardner et al. 1974).
Two truncated, limited-aperture boundaries of 51 monopole P-
wave sources at depths of zS,1 = 40 m and zS,2 = 8320 m with hor-
izontal spacing of xS = 152 m are used to model the synthetic
data together with two boundaries of multicomponent receivers
(white lines in Fig. 2(a)) placed along the upper and lower seabeds
throughout the extension of the model with horizontal spacing of
xR = 7.6 m. The modelling is carried out using a Ricker wavelet
pulse with 15 Hz peak frequency and absorbing boundaries (i.e.
without a free-surface), otherwise further dipole P-wave sources
would be required for a proper handling of in- and out-going waves
at the source boundary ∂VS (van Manen et al. 2007; Vasconcelos
2013; Vasmel et al. 2013).
We carry out six different imaging experiments which are rep-
resented schematically in Fig. 3, where different combinations of
sources and receivers, and linear and non-linear terms are used.
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the six different imaging experi-
ments. (a) One-sided (top) elastic reverse-time migration (ERTM – which
is linear), (b) one-sided (top) non-linear elastic reverse-time migration
(i.e. NLERTM), (c) one-sided (bottom) ERTM, (d) one-sided (bottom)
NLERTM, (e) two-sided ERTM, (f) two-sided NLERTM. Black rays iden-
tify the type of events accounted for in each of the experiments: one-sided
imaging uses reflections only,whereas two-sided imaging also uses transmis-
sions to improve the imaging result. Moreover, linear imaging only accounts
for focusing of the primary reflections and transmissions while non-linear
imaging handles also multiple reflections and transmissions with multiple
reflections.
Elastic images of pure-mode reflections/transmissions (P-to-P and
S-to-S) and conversions (P-to-S) are compared in terms of reso-
lution, illumination and presence of cross-talk noise. We devote
special attention to the areas just above and below one of the salt
bodies where issues of illumination (below) and cross-talk (above)
are usually severe. The quality of reconstruction of the complex
stratigraphy around one of the faults in the subsurface will also be
studied for the different imaging results.
3.1 PP images
Fig. 4 shows PP image obtained by means of one-sided (top panel)
reflection ERTM (i.e. conventional Born elastic reverse-time mi-
gration) juxtaposed with that of one-sided (top panel) reflection
NLERTM. The improvement arising from the additional focusing
of multiple-scattered energy (i.e. internal multiples) at any image
point is remarkable. Interfaces aremore clearly defined at all depths,
there is a general increase in spatial resolution of the image struc-
ture, and areas that are poorly illuminated by single-scattering events
are now better resolved. The artefacts affecting the top of the salt
body on the right are significantly suppressed, and the non-linear
image (Fig. 4b) reveals the complex structure showing the power of
migrating multiples together with primaries.
Next, we study the value of having a second boundary of sources
and receivers at the bottom of the model, but we first assume that
top and bottom boundaries are used in two separate reflection imag-
ing experiments. As a general remark, one-sided (bottom panel)
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Figure 4. PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) non-linear
source–receiver, elastic reverse-time imaging using sources and receivers
only above the imaging target (i.e. ∂VS, top and ∂VR, top in Fig. 2).
Figure 5. PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) non-linear
source–receiver, elastic reverse-time imaging using sources and receivers
only below the imaging target (i.e. ∂VS, bot and ∂VR, bot in Fig. 2).
reflection ERTM (Fig. 5a) and NLERTM (Fig. 5b) images have
smaller amplitudes1 compared to images from top sources and re-
ceivers because of the higher impedance contrast at the bottom
seabed. Illumination of the imaging target from different directions
helps to construct a more isotropically illuminated final image of
1
Note: all images are displayed in the same range of amplitudes.
Figure 6. PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) non-
linear source–receiver, elastic reverse-time imaging using sources above
(i.e. ∂VS, top in Fig. 2) and receivers both above and below the imaging
target (i.e. ∂VR = ∂VR, top ∪ ∂VR, bot ).
the subsurface, and to compensate for cross-talk artefacts that arise
in the elastic images when only data from top sources and receivers
are migrated. Reflection events (both primaries and multiples) gen-
erated by sources placed within the medium below the salt bodies,
for example, give rise to a better image of the layered structure
below the salt on the right (Fig. 5) compared to that of reflections
from the top (Fig. 4).
Reflections and transmissions are finally combined together by
the simultaneous use of top and bottom source and receiver bound-
aries. Note that when we use the term ‘transmissions’ we refer to
globally transmitted waves that are emitted on one side of the imag-
ing target and recorded on the opposite side. In Fig. 6 we show
the advantage of recording data at two different depth levels (top
and bottom panels) when only top sources are available, while in
Fig. 7 we display images that are effectively computed from a full
source–receiver two-sided illumination as depicted in Figs 3(e) and
(f). Transmissions to contain useful additional information that is
responsible for more accurate imaging below salt bodies (high-
impedance obstructions) as is clearly visible by comparing, for
example, Figs 6(a) with 4(a) and Figs 6(b) with 4(b). Two-sided
sources, on the other hand, add contributions throughout the imag-
ing target that equalize the amplitudes in the final image (Fig. 7b).
The overall improvement provided by transmitted waves in imaging
might come from the difference between the (series of) transmission
and the (series of) reflection coefficients, one being high energy
when the other is low energy and vice versa. Specifically for the
deeper reflectors, transmitted waves have travelled a shorter path
(from top to bottom) than reflections (from top to reflector to top
again), thus losing less energy because of geometric spreading and
scattering. Finally, the improvements in reflectors consistency be-
low the salt bodies may occur because waves recorded at the bottom
receiver array include a ‘fan’ of waves emitted by sources laterally
far from each salt body, and hence which have travelled without
interacting with strong impedance contrast of the salt bodies.
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Figure 7. PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) non-linear
source–receiver, elastic reverse-time imaging using sources and receivers
both above and below the imaging target (i.e. ∂VS = ∂VS, top ∪ ∂VS, bot
and ∂VR = ∂VR, top ∪ ∂VR, bot in Fig. 2).
In Figs 8 and 9 close-ups of the portion of the images around
the salt body on the right and one of the faults in the model
are shown for the different imaging experiments discussed above.
Again note the increase in spatial resolution and illumination aris-
ing from proper handling of multiple reflections. Moreover, adding
sources and receivers at a given depth level results in images with
more uniform amplitudes (Figs 8f and 9f).
3.2 Shear-wave (SS and PS) images
Elastic data like those recorded by ocean-bottom acquisition sys-
tems offer the possibility to image using S-wave energy, either
(S-to-S) purely reflected or (P-to-S or S-to-P) converted energy.
The different behaviour of shear waves compared to compressional
waves has, however, long presented challenges in the practice of
seismic imaging. Note that in our formulation of the imaging prob-
lem, S-to-S imaging can be performed without S-wave sources.
Since converted S-wave energy reaches every point in the image
and is scattered by heterogeneities, S-to-S images are constructed
by evaluating ISS(x) in eq. (2). Similarly, P-to-S images are obtained
by evaluating IPS(x).
Here, we first use shear-wave energy for ‘structural’ imaging,
with the primary objective of reconstructing the structure of reflec-
tors/diffractors but not necessarily attempting to retrieve the correct
dynamics of GS(x, x, t = 0) in the imaging condition. PS and SS
images are compared using linear and non-linear terms, and one-
and two-sided imaging for our synthetic example. The first image
displayed in Fig. 10 is the result of P-to-S one-sided (top) reflection
ERTM when stacking over shots, without the application of any
polarity correction procedure. Apart from the spurious energy just
above the salt body on the right resulting from the interaction of
strong converted waves in the source and receiver wavefields, we
barely see any interfaces because of the destructive interference of
single-shot images, and this effect becomesmore andmore apparent
as we stack more and more shots.
In Fig. 11(a) the same single-shot images are stacked together
after correcting for the polarity change by simply multiplying by
–1 the images on one side of each shot position while keeping the
other side unchanged. Although the quality of the P-to-S ERTM
image is not comparable to that obtained from a P-to-P imaging
condition, some of the shallow interfaces and the two reservoirs
are still resolved. Figs 11(b) to (f) display converted-wave images
obtained from the other imaging experiments in Fig. 3 after applying
the polarity correction procedure. While linear (and non-linear)
reflections from the bottom acquisition geometry contribute in the
same way as those in P-to-P imaging by basically enhancing the
quality of the image in areas poorly illuminated by primaries (e.g.
below the salt bodies), P-to-S transmissions show a remarkable
lower frequency content (see Figs 11e and f) compared to their
compressional-wave counterparts (Figs 7a and b) and converted-
wave reflections (Figs 11a–d). While this behaviour of non-linear
PS images is still under study, at this point we believe that the low
frequency content in these images is largely non-physical in nature,
and is due to the departure from the scattered field definition of the
image when the polarity correction is applied.
Similarly to P-to-P and P-to-S imaging, in Fig. 12 we display
pure shear-wave images obtained from the different imaging ex-
periments in Fig. 3. Note that in marine ocean-bottom acquisition
systems sources cannot directly generate shear waves because they
are placed inside the water layer. S-to-S conventional (linear) imag-
ing thus requires the additional, accurate knowledge of one or more
sharp boundaries (e.g. fluid-solid interfaces or the edge of the salt
bodies) for the generation of S-wave energy in the source wavefield.
By contrast, all interfaces present in the stratigraphic model are
generators of shear waves in non-linear imaging since the full (and
scattered) propagators are directly modelled in the exact model.
Both recorded shear wave energy and the same interfaces pro-
duce S-wave energy in the receiver wavefield for all six imaging
configurations.
Pure-mode shear wave imaging does not require any additional
processing step to account for positive and negative reflection co-
efficients because the polarity of shear reflections/transmissions is
such that the procedure of stacking over shots has a naturally con-
structive behaviour. It is also worth noting that, although the quality
of S-to-S images (Fig. 12) is generally higher than that of polarity-
corrected P-to-S images (Fig. 11), the interaction between shear
wave energy in the source and receiver wavefield produces promi-
nent artefacts at strong diffractors such as at the edges of the salt
bodies. Although this needs to be studied in more detail, these arte-
facts are likely caused by the fact that SS images rely entirely on
the conversion of P- to S-transmission at the seafloor. While P-to-P
transmission occurs over the entire range of incidence angles, P-to-
S transmission is therefore restricted to a subset of incident angles
limited by the critical angle (which is controlled by the ratio of
P-to-S velocities at the seafloor). As a result, a pure mode S-wave
image in this case can be considerably angle-limited in terms of
image coverage; this in turn generates focusing artefacts of the kind
observed in our SS images. Gaiser & Vasconcelos (2010) observed
this angle-dependent restriction in reconstructing pure-mode shear-
waves in interferometry from field OBC data. Their analysis applies
directly to our imaging scheme, which is a subsurface-domain in-
terferometric reconstruction of pure-mode S waves. An important
consequence of this dependence on seafloor P-to-S velocity ratio is
that, even in acquisition scenarios with very wide aperture source
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Figure 8. Salt body PP images for the six different imaging experiments depicted in Fig. 3, for region z1 in Fig. 2(a). Figs 8(a) and (b) are close-ups of
Figs 4(a) and (b), Figs 8(c) and (d) are close-ups of Figs 5(a) and (b) and Figs 8(e) and (f) are close-ups of Figs 7(a) and (b).
and receiver arrays, the pure-mode S-wave images from ocean bot-
tom data will always be more limited in aperture compared to their
P-wave counterparts, and their subsurface illumination will largely
depend on the seafloor properties.
We would like to use shear-wave energy also for true-
amplitude imaging in order to extract meaningful amplitudes
that carry information about S-wave velocities. Ravasi & Cur-
tis (2013b) have recently showed that in the ideal acquisi-
tion and imaging scenario (i.e. if the imaging process prop-
erly accounts for multiple scattering, and enclosing boundaries
are used) the true-amplitude PS image vanishes. Our converted-
wave image arising from two-sided NLERTM without polarity
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Figure 9. Fault PP images for the six different imaging experiments depicted in Fig. 3, for region z2 in Fig. 2(a). Figs 9(a) and (b) are close-ups of Figs 4(a)
and (b), Figs 9(c) and (d) are close-ups of Figs 5(a) and (b) and Figs 9(e) and (f) are close-ups of Figs 7(a) and (b).
correction (Fig. 13) does however show residual non-physical en-
ergy which is not properly cancelled. This is the effect of using
incomplete boundaries of receivers and, especially, sources (there
are missing sources and receivers on either side of the cross-
section), although the target is illuminated from both above and
below.
To overcome the issues arising from limited-aperture source
and receiver acquisition surfaces and check that this reasoning
is correct, a local seismic experiment is carried out considering
only a portion of the Pluto model embedded in an otherwise ho-
mogenous medium (Fig. 14a) using a full, enclosing boundary of
sources. The imaging condition in eq. (3) is evaluated by direct
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Figure 10. PS linear ERTM image using sources and receivers above the
imaging target without correcting for converted shear wave polarity reversal.
modelling of the required reference and full wavefields (analo-
gously to Fleury & Vasconcelos 2012) and the resulting image
is displayed in Fig. 14(d), as a result of summing of the purely
linear terms in the first integral of eq. (3) (Fig. 14b) and purely
non-linear terms in the second integral of eq. (3) (Fig. 14c). The
linear and non-linear contributions match and cancel out. As ex-
pected from the theory, the PS image (Fig. 14d) is indeed close to
zero everywhere.
4 D ISCUSS ION
Multiple reflections are usually treated as ‘noise’ in seismic data
processing, which should be estimated and removed prior imag-
ing (Verschuur et al. 1992; Berkhout & Verschuur 1997; Weglein
et al. 1997; Jakubowicz 1998; Amundsen 2001; ten Kroode 2002).
Residual energy from multiples, which is not perfectly removed by
the multiple attenuation algorithm, generates imaging artefacts in
standard reverse-time migration arising from cross-talk of events
in the source and receiver wavefields that are not physically related
(e.g. a primary in the source wavefield interacting with a multi-
ple in the receiver wavefield). This point of view is now moot, as
geophysicists now consider multiples to be a source of useful infor-
mation and attempt to use them in the imaging process (e.g. Muijs
et al. 2007; Vasconcelos et al. 2008; Berkhout & Verschuur 2011;
Liu et al. 2011; Davydenko & Verschuur 2012; Zhang & Schuster
2014).
Limited aperture boundaries of sources and receivers also present
a limitation to the practice of seismic imaging. One way to allevi-
ate the illumination problem is to solve the migration problem in
a least-squares sense (using least-squares migration—see Nemeth
et al. 1999). Alternatively, given that the image distortions can be
thought of as local blurring filters (also called point-spread func-
tions), an estimate of these blurring filters can be obtained by means
of migration–demigration (Lecomte 2008; Gherasim et al. 2010;
Figure 11. PS images obtained by applying a correction for polarity reversal for the six different imaging experiments depicted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 12. SS images for the six different imaging experiments depicted in Fig. 3.
Shen et al. 2011), and illumination weights can then be applied to
the migrated gathers to correct these effects (Fletcher et al. 2012;
Archer et al. 2013).
Despite the evident improvements when accounting for multiples
and incomplete boundaries in the imaging process, fully enclosing
boundaries and non-linear interactions are not explicitly required in
the original formulation of the imaging problem which was based
on the concepts of the so-called adjoint-state method (Baysal et al.
1983; Tarantola 1984). These requirements do become explicit
under the SRI formalism (Halliday & Curtis 2010; Vasconcelos
2013; Ravasi & Curtis 2013b), which we use here to perform linear
and non-linear ERTM: the contribution of high-order scattering in-
teractions allows for power conservation in scattering (Fleury et al.
2010; Wapenaar et al. 2010; Douma et al. 2011), while that of com-
plete boundaries guarantees the presence of both stationary points
that bring physical energy and those that suppress non-physical
arrivals (Meles & Curtis 2013; Loer et al. 2014).
It is worth pointing out that although our model design may not
look entirely realistic, especially because of our choice to add a sec-
ond water layer below the imaging target (definitely not the case for
real field experiments), this does not preclude any of our observa-
tions about the increased illumination and artefact reduction given
by sources (and receivers) below the imaging target. We conjecture
that having P-wave only sources and a seabed acting as a P-to-S
wave converter might be an alternative (approximately equivalent)
approach to that of having both P- and S-wave sources in a fully
elastic layer at depth, and so similar results would be obtained if we
were able to record (or more likely, reconstruct) these wavefields.
In our examples data from bottom boundaries of sources and
receivers and full propagators required by eqs (3)–(5) are directly
modelled and hence are exact. In practice, when only a reference
(smooth) version of the velocity model is available, these fields can-
not be modelled directly. In acoustic media, these wavefields can
Figure 13. PS non-linear image using sources and receivers both above and
below the imaging target without correction for polarity reversal.
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Figure 14. PS imaging using an enclosing boundary of sources of ray r = 0.5 km (a) P-wave velocity model. A portion of the Pluto model in Fig. 3(a) is
extracted and embedded in an otherwise homogenous medium with vP = 2000m s−1, vS = 1000 m s−1 and ρ = 1000 kg m−3. Shear wave properties are the
same as those in the Pluto model used in the previous example. (a) Linear imaging as defined by eq. (6), (b) non-linear terms of the non-linear imaging eqs
(3)–(5) and (c) ‘full’ non-linear imaging—the sum of the linear (a) and non-linear (b) terms.
be estimated by applying the ‘Marchenko redatuming’ approach of
Broggini et al. (2012) andWapenaar et al. (2013). This method con-
structs the full wavefield from a virtual source or receiver anywhere
inside the medium (without needing a physical receiver or source
at the location of interest), from one-sided reflection data and an
estimate of the direct arriving wave-front from the virtual source to
the recording surface. Whether the uplift in the image quality given
by non-linear two-sided imaging will be similar to that observed in
our examples depends on the accuracy of the reconstruction of these
fields in complex geologies (van der Neut et al. 2014), and when
only limited-aperture arrays of sources and receivers are available.
Moreover, this approach has recently been developed also for elec-
tromagnetic media (Slob &Wapenaar 2013), and the first extension
to elastic data is in da Costa et al. (2014).
5 CONCLUS ION
In this paper, source–receiver interferometric imaging is used to
create elastic images of the subsurface that represent the local inter-
action between P and S waves within the subsurface. P-to-P, P-to-S
and S-to-S images are computed by means of linear (i.e. using only
primary reflections) and non-linear (exploiting also multiple reflec-
tions) imaging, using one- and two-sided acquisition geometries.
Conventional elastic reverse-timemigration produces images that
exhibit acquisition imprints and poorly illuminated areas, especially
for highly complex subsurface environments. Exploiting multiple
reflections in the imaging process (using non-linear reverse-time
migration) with the correct full or scattered source and receiver
propagators mitigates these problems and increases the resolution
of the migrated image because multiples provide better subsurface
illumination. Imaging with two-sided acquisition geometries can
also make use of the information contained in the transmitted com-
ponent of the recorded wavefield which is shown to be beneficial,
particularly for providing low wavenumber information.
When imaging with converted waves special attention must be
given to the physical meaning of the resulting image: a ‘structural’
image can be obtained from P-to-S conversions by applying one
of the several available polarity correction procedures to reduce
the destructive interference in the stacked image. However, true-
amplitude imaging has no meaning if the response at zero-time and
zero-offset is sought, because this is null by the interferometry-
based; since the image will not be zero in real acquisition scenarios
due to their practical limitations, the amplitudes retrieved are due
entirely to these limitations rather than to the subsurface properties.
If used quantitatively, these amplitudes would tend to mislead sub-
sequent geological interpretation. Other quantitative definitions of
P-to-S images are conceivable, however, those will require further
research.
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